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Planar magnetoinductive lens for three-dimensional
subwavelength imaging
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A planar near-field magnetoinductive lens operating in the microwave range is presented. The
proposed device consists of two parallel planar arrays of metallic broadside coupledsBCd split-ring
resonatorssSRRsd, or BC-SRRs. The power coming from a point-like source located in front of the
lens is focused into a receiver located in free space beyond the lens. This focus is clearly separated
from the back side of the lens, and has a size that is an order of magnitude smaller than the free
space wavelength of the incoming field. The imaging properties of the device relies mainly on the
excitation of magnetoinductive surface waves on the BC-SRR arrays. By simply scaling the
BC-SRRs’ size, as well as the arrays periodicity, the operation frequency of the device can be tuned
in a wide frequency range. Thus, the proposed design is potentially useful for many applications
ranging from megahertz to terahertz. ©2005 American Institute of Physics.
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After the seminal papers of Veselago1 and Pendry2 on
the imaging properties of left-handed slabs, there has b
great deal of interest on this subject, including the desig
subdiffraction imaging devices.2 In fact, lenses overcomin
diffraction limits could find application not only in imagin
devices, but also in the recording of information, microw
heating, and many other technological areas. Howev
soon became apparent that losses and dispersion—bo
avoidable in any practical left-handed material—wo
strongly limit the performance of these devices.3–5 In particu-
lar, losses will prevent subwavelength imaging at dista
higher than a small number of wavelengths in any prac
lens.4,5 Therefore, attention will soon focus in the near-fi
imaging of electromagnetic signals. In this way, a quas
fect imaging in the quasielectrostatic limit by using a sla
negative dielectric permitivittys«d was proposed in Ref.f2g.
Since many metals show this property at optical frequen
thin metallic slabs could be good candidates for obtai
near-field subwavelength imaging at these frequencies.
siperfect near-field imaging can be also obtained by u
magnetized ferrite slabs operating in the microwave ran6

Practical realizations of subdiffraction imaging devi
are currently restricted to the microwave range.7,8 These re
alizations make use of planar circuit analogous of
handed media7 as well as of very thinssingle-cell depthd
highly anisotropic left-handed slabs in free space.8 The first
realization7 does not seem to open the way to any poss
generalization leading to three-dimensional practical len
The second one, apart from being highly anisotropic,
not enable the reproduction of images “of finite dept8

since the imaging is restricted to planes parallel to the
Microwave three-dimensional imaging was already repo
in Ref. 9, although the size of the focus was not of subw
length dimensions. Thus, it can be concluded that de
producing three-dimensional isotropic subwavelength im
ing have not been previously reported.
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In this letter we present a planar magnetoinductive
for near-field imaging in the microwave range. As in pre
ous work,2,6–8 the key concept of the proposed imaging p
cess is the amplification, inside the lens, of the evane
Fourier harmonicssFHsd coming from the source. This am
plification restores the amplitude of each FH at the im
plane so that the source field is reproduced at this plan
negative-« imaging devices2 and in magnetized ferrite slab6

this amplification is due to the excitation of surface wa
ssurface plasmons in metals and magnetostatic surface
in ferritesd at the shadowed interface of the slab. These
face waves, which decay from this interface towards bot
source and the image, are coupled to the decaying evan
FHs coming from the source in such a way that the am
tude of these FHs is restored at the image plane.2,6 This
mechanism is sketched in Fig. 1sad, where the decaying
growing-decaying process is illustrated for a single FH.sRe-
cently, a similar mechanism of amplification of evanes
modes has been reported in a pair of coupled reso
arrays.10d In order to achieve ideal perfect imaging, this p
cess should take place for all the FHs coming from
source. Since the lens operates at a single frequency,
plies that the dispersion relation for the surface waves a
shadowed interface of the lensfthe planez=0 in Fig. 1sadg
should be very flat, so that surface waves correspondi
whatever value of the wave vectorsskx,kyd can be simulta
neously excited at the frequency of operation of the lens2,6,10

This condition is actually fullfilled by the ideal surface pl
mons supported by a negative-« slab interface,2 and by the
magnetostatic surface waves supported by a magnetize
rite slab interface.6

In the proposed devicessee Fig. 2d, magnetoinductiv
surface waves are excited at the shadowed lens inte
Magnetoinductive waves were first reported by Shamo
et al.11 in both one-, two-, and three-dimensional array
split-ring resonatorssSRRsd. These waves are produced
the inductive coupling between SRRs, due to the strong
netic dipoles induced at each resonator near its reson

Magnetoinductive waves behave as quasimagnetostatic sur-
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face waves in many aspects, as it was noted in Ref. 12
dispersion relation for a planar square array of SRRs as
shown in Fig. 2 can be written as11,12

v0
2

v2 = 1 + 2
M

L
fcosskxad + cosskyadg, s1d

where only the coupling between the nearest neighbor
been taken into account.12 In Eq. s1d, L and M denote the
SRRs’ self-inductance and mutual inductance, respect
and a is the array periodicity. The fractional bandwid
Dv /v0, predicted by Eq.s1d is given by

Dv

v0
< 4

M

L
, s2d

whereDv is the bandwidth of the magnetoinductive surf
wave excitation. This bandwidth is very small, of the or
of a 10% in the configuration shown in Fig. 2. Thus,
dispersion curve of the magnetoinductive waves is alm
flat, which is required for subwavelength imaging. Si
magnetoinductive waves are quasimagnetostatic wave
magnetic fieldH can be obtained from the quasistatic m
netic potentialFm asH =−gradFm. Since the magnetosta
potential satisfies Laplace’s equation in free space, thez de-
pendence for the magnetoinductive waves that can be ex
at the SRR square arrays is given by

Fmskx,ky,zd = Fm,0 expf±kuz− z0ug, s3d

whereFm,0 is a constant,k=skx
2+ky

2d1/2, and z0 denotes th
position of each lens interface. According to Fig. 1, the
sign in Eq. s3d corresponds toz0=−d and the minus sig
corresponds toz0=0. It should be noted that the behavior
Fm at both sides ofz=−d would benonphysicalfor an iso-
lated SRR array, since the magnetostatic potential w

FIG. 1. sad Decaying-growing-decaying behavior of the electrostatic po
tial C in the negative-permittivitys«d lens.sbd Decaying-growing-decayin
behavior of the magnetostatic potentialCm in the magnetoinductivesMI d
lens.
grow to infinity at both sides of the array. However, the
e
e

s

,

t

e

d

presence of the source atz=−3d/2, as well as that of th
companion SRR array atz=0, allows for the excitation o
this field configuration around the SRR array atz=−d. Re-
garding the behavior ofFm near the SRR array, it diffe
from that of surface plasmons and ferrite magnetos
potentials.2,6 On the one hand, the magnetostatic pote
Fm should experience a discontinuity at each lens inte
equal to the mean magnetic dipole moment per unit
DFm=Nkmzl skmzl is the average magnetic dipole of
SRRs andN is the number of SRRs per unit aread. On the
other hand, the normal component of the magnetic fieldsHzd
should be continuous across the lens interfaces. The beh
of Fm for the considered magnetoinductive surface wav
shown in Fig. 1sbd. Although this behavior differs from th
reported in Refs. 2 and 6 for surface plasmons and ma
tostatic surface waves, it can still produce FH amplifica
as sketched in Fig. 1sbd fIt is worth noting that if the mag
nitude of the magnetostatic potential were plotted,
graphic would be identical to Fig. 1sad.g In Figs. 1sad and
1sbd it can be seen how a single FH coming from the so
sat z=−3d/2d is coupled to a surface wave excited at
shadowed lens interfacesat z=0d, and how its amplitude
finally restored at the focus planesz=d/2d.

Figure 2 shows the practical device employed in
work. The lens consists of two parallel square array
SRRs separated a distanced sa layer of Rohacell™ foam wa
placed between the layers containing the arrays to ac
mechanical stabilityd. Broadside coupled SRRssBC-SRRsd
are used instead of conventional SRRs in order to avoid
spolarization effects, and to reduce the electrical size o
resonators.13 The BC-SRRs are photoetched on a diele
substrate of thicknessh, as is shown in the inset of Fig.
Two square loop antennas are used as source and re
respectively. These square loops are also fabricated by
toetching a metallic pattern on a dielectric substrate. The
of these loops is taken as four times the unit cell area o
BC-SRRs array in order to average the detailed contrib

FIG. 2. Experimental setup for the measurement of the reported ma
inductive microwave lens. The lens consists of two parallel square p
dielectric substrates with an area of 737 cm2, separated by a foam slab
thicknessd=4 mm. A periodic two-dimensional array of BC-SRRs is p
toetched on the two interfaces of each substrate. The square inset
figure shows in detail the geometry of the BC-SRR, which has an
radiusr =2 mm and a ring widthw=0.5 mm. The periodicity of the array
5 mm. The dielectric substrate is alumina, which is commonly used in
crowave circuits, with thicknessh=0.254 mm and dielectric permittivi
«r =10. Input antenna and receiving antenna are placed at the opposit
of the lens. Both antennas are squared loops with an area of 131 cm2 and
are fabricated by photoetching a metallic pattern on an low permit
substrate. The input antenna is fixed at a certain distance from th
interface of the lens, and the receiving antenna can be scanned alongY-Z
directions shown in the figure.
to the total field coming from each individual resonator. The
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input antennasthe sourced is fixed at a distanced/2 from the
lens; the output antenna is scanned in they-z plane in orde
to search for the image of the input antenna. Figuresad
shows the measured transmission coefficient between
antennas when the lens is present, and Fig. 3sbd shows the
measurement when the lens is removed. Figure 3sad clearly
shows that the transmitted power has a maximum at a
tanced/2 of the shadowed interface of the lens, that is,
distance 2d from the the input antenna, in agreement with
proposed theory. Nothing similar is observed when the
is absent. The half-intensity width of the maximum is aro
10 mm in the lateral directionsy axisd, and less than 2 mm
the perpendicular onesz axisd. These distances are sma
than the free space wavelength at the operating frequ
sabout 100 mmd by one order of magnitude. The intensity
the maximum is indeed remarkable, since it is one orde
magnitude higher than the intensity at the same point w

FIG. 3. sColor onlined Experimental results obtained with the setup sh
in Fig. 2. The data are referred to the magnitude of the transmission c
cient between the input antenna and the receiving antenna with the lesad
and without it sbd. The measurements were carried out by using a Ve
Network Analyzer HP 8510 B. The input antenna is fixed at a distan
2 mm from the left interface of the lenssthe location of the left interfac
corresponds toz=−3d/2 in Fig. 1sbd and its operating frequency
3.23 GHz. The receiving antenna is scanned along theY-Z directions shown
at the right side of the lens in Fig. 2. Note that insad the image is formed a
the pointy=0 mm,z=2.25 mmfz=d/2 in Fig. 1sbdg; that is at a distance o
2.25 mm from the right interface of the lens. This distance agrees
approximately with the half-width of the lens; i.e., with the sum of the fo
half-width s2 mmd and the microwave board thicknesss0.254 mmd. There-
fore, the image formation obeys the proposed theory. Note that insbd the
magnitude of the transmission coefficient in the pointy=0 mm, z
=2.25 mm in the absence of the lens is one order of magnitude lower t
the same point when the lens is present.
the lens is removed. A noticeable fact is that the reported
h

-

y

f

maximum is not located at the lens shadowed interface
clearly removed to the neighborhood ofz=d/2. Thus, a
three-dimensional subwavelength image of the source i
tained. The slight asymmetries of the field patterns show
Fig. 3 can be attributed to tolerances in the lens fabrica
process, or to the positioning device used for scanning
output antenna.

In summary, subwavelength microwave thr
dimensional imaging by a flat magnetoinductive microw
lens has been shown. The reported image has a sub
length size, which is in agreement with the “perfect le
theory,2 and is clearly removed from the edge of the lens
advantage of the reported device over previous near
lens designs is the simplicity of its manufacturing proc
which consists mainly of etching two planar metallic patte
on a conventional circuit board by means of standard m
wave circuit manufacturing techniques. For these rea
we feel that the reported concepts can substantially imp
present approaches to electromagnetic imaging dev
Since BC-SRRs are metallic resonators with a linear
sponse, whose frequency of resonance can be tuned b
ply scaling their size, the operation frequency of the
posed device can be also tuned in a broad frequency r
This frequency range will be limited mainly by the use
ness of the SRR topology as a practical magnetic reso
design. Since this usefulness seems to have been ac
demonstrated up to the terahertz range,14 the limits of appli-
cation of the proposed design would also extend at lea
these frequencies. In addition to its theoretical interest
vices based on the reported concepts can find practical
cations in many technological areas, such as microwav
aging or heating for industrial and health applications.
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